
 

 

ECC 2016 – Bulletin #2 –  

Location and Registration Procedure  09th/July/15 

Having analyzed the proposal from the different areas, we are happy to announce, that the ECC 2016 
will take place in Turkey, Göcek. 

Offers to hold the regatta in Croatia or Mallorca had been very attractive too and finally having a very 
comprehensive offer from a place we did not visit the last 11 years was the deciding difference.   
 
Alen Kustic will be our race officer and we are looking forward to having fair and exciting competition 
on the water. 

Adriatic Holiday, represented by Sasha King, who already organized several ECCs, will be looking 
after us very well also in 2016. 

In terms of procedure, we would like to inform you, that those who have not yet announced their 
intention to participate can do this till 06th August 15 by mailing to “ECC2016@t-online.de”.  

All those, who have already announced their intention, will receive two mails in the next days 

1) Mail from Adriatic Holiday: the first invoice. Please note, that the invoice will be in Euro. The 
registration fee is Euro 105,-. Multiplied by the number of crew members participating, the 
minimum fee is Euro 630,- per boat, whatever is higher. 

2) Mail from ECC2016: The request to sign the registration form, disclaimer and to fill the crew 
list. Please indicate also, whether you want to sail a small, medium or large vessel, as we 
have really a very wide choice and we do not want to block the reservation for those, we do 
not need. 

The boat selection sequence will be based on lottery after the entry list is closed. 

Please note the following dates: 

09 July 2015:                 Publish location of ECC 2016, request payment of Entry Fee. 
06 August 2015:            Close Entry List and receive last Entry Fees  

(we need the fees early to secure  the best yacht bookings by deposit) 
01 September 2015:  open procedure for boat selection by Adriatic Holiday (Sasha King) 
30 September 2015:  finalization of boat selection 

Looking forward to hearing from you. 

Kind regards, 

Oliver Tondorf and Crew of EC 23 

(Commodore and OC of ECC 2016) 


